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Case Study: Terra Incognita—Serendipity and Discovery in the

Age of Personalization
Catherine D’Ignazio

This case study describes “Terra Incognita: 1000 Cities of the World,” a serendipitous
global news recommendation system designed to help people out of their personalized
media filter bubbles.
As Herbert Simon argued in his prescient 1969 essay, “A wealth of information creates a scarcity of attention.”1 In a world of hundreds of cable channels, free news dailies, personalized websites, algorithmically curated feeds, and interactive apps, how do
people—with limited attention—fulfill their information needs? And what are the public repercussions for personal media decisions, particularly in relationship to our
notions of “the informed citizen” in a representative democracy?
Numerous critics have articulated concerns about the shifting media landscape and
its potential impact on informed decision making. Algorithms may suppress content
that corporations have decided an individual will not like.2 Individuals may self-select
only information that is agreeable to them and end up in informational gated communities,3 a phenomenon known as “selective exposure.” Our tendency toward
homophily—seeking out people like us—is as true in cyberspace as it is in face-to-face
interactions.4 The scholarship investigating these concerns is not conclusive. While
there is some support for the idea that we tweet and blog in echo chambers,5,6,7 particularly in relationship to partisan politics,8,9 other studies show that our online interactions are actually more diverse than our offline interactions.10,11 What is true is that the
work of gate keeping and agenda setting in a “high-choice”12 media environment
increasingly rests on the individual and her social networks. While we may imagine
ourselves to be cosmopolitan, our news increasingly comes from what we directly seek
through search, curate through feeds, and find through friends.13
Isn’t There an App for That?
At the end of his book Rewire, Ethan Zuckerman introduces the provocative idea of
engineering serendipity as a possible way to encounter information that we otherwise
wouldn’t. Unintended information encountering happens regularly in online
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Figure 21.1
The main screen for Terra Incognita. Each new browser window the user opens shows a new city.

environments.14 But can we intentionally design information systems to introduce us
to new information outside what we know we want or what our social networks offer
up?
Terra Incognita: 1000 Cities of the World is a speculative design intervention that
took up this challenge in relation to the geographic diversity of information an individual reads. The central conceit is the term terra incognita, which was used on maps in
the Age of Discovery to denote unexplored territories. It’s a perspectival term. Because,
of course, there were people like the Tupinambá actually living in those seemingly
unexplored lands on Martin Waldseemüller’s map (above). The places the Tupinambá
knew intimately—where they fished or hunted or celebrated or slept—were not terra
incognita to them. But to the Europeans embarking on their voyages, each new cove or
settlement was a curve or mark to be made on a map, a way of demarcating the limits
of their peoples’ understanding. And, in a way, the main goal of Terra Incognita: 1000
Cities of the World is the same: to introduce the user to the vastness of the world that
is unknown to them through making news recommendations about the top 1,000
most populous global cities.
The main user experience of Terra Incognita is an intervention into your Internet
browsing experience. Technically, it is an extension for the Chrome browser which you
can download from the Chrome Web Store.
Once installed, Terra Incognita becomes the default screen for every new browser
window you open. Each time you open a new tab, Terra Incognita shows you a city that
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Figure 21.2
“Terra Nova” (the Americas), by Martin Waldseemüller, 1513.

you have not yet read about and gives you options for reading about it. Chelyabinsk
(Russia), Hiroshima (Japan), Belo Horizonte (Brazil), and Abidjan (Ivory Coast) are a
few of the places where you might end up.
You can click to read a news recommendation or take your chances with the big red
button, which will take you to a news story drawn by chance. In the interface you can
also see which of the 1,000 cities you have read about and navigate to other cities
through the bar on the bottom. There are some lightweight social features, including a
call-out for which user in the system has read the most about that city and a count for
how many cities the user has read about.
Terra Incognita presents news recommendations for each city from a variety of
sources, including stories other users in the system have read, stories trending online
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Figure 21.3
The main screen for Terra Incognita (annotated).

for that place, stories specifically retrieved from the Global Voices community, stories
we crowdsourced through an open call, and stories sourced from Instapaper15 saves.
Even with these multiple sources of recommendations there were many blank spots in
the recommendation system that we had to address. For example, China accounts for
about 20 percent (or 200) of the cities in Terra Incognita, but there was very little information in English about many medium-sized Chinese cities available through our recommendation channels. In this case, we worked with Chunhua Zhang, a media scholar
from China, to manually compile a list of English-language news sources by city.
Findings
From May 2014 to July 2014 we ran a user study with 170 users that examined their
global news browsing patterns prior to using Terra Incognita and after using Terra
Incognita. We surveyed users about their transnational ties and attitudes toward global
news, collected both qualitative and quantitative data, and found some interesting
results:
1. While Terra Incognita did not shift the aggregate diversity of users’ reading it was a
positive micro-learning and reflection experience for the majority of users.
Though the app may not have shifted user behavior in aggregate, the vast majority of
users (87.5 percent) say that they learned about a new place from Terra Incognita. Most
users clicked at least 5 recommendations and 43 percent shared a recommendation
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that they found through Terra Incognita. Most of them (63 percent) think that Terra
Incognita prompted them to reflect on the geography of their news reading. It broadened users’ horizons, piqued their curiosity, and helped some feel “more connected” to
unknown places. “It was a constant reminder that there’s a larger world than my
screen” (User 3).
2. Users with more transnational ties read more diverse geographic information.
We surveyed users with the Transnationality Index developed by Mau, Mewes, and
Zimmerman16 which assesses people’s transnational social ties and personal experiences, and found that for every 10 percent increase in an individual’s score on the
index, the user showed a 2 percent increase in geographic diversity of reading. This is a
finding that confirms an intuitive assumption (people with global experiences will read
globally). This could be leveraged in future designs that combine online and offline
transnational encounters as we discuss below.
Conclusion
We offer several takeaways extrapolated from these findings that may inform the design
of information diversity technologies. While the user study was originally conceived to
examine behavior shift in reading patterns, Terra Incognita did not magically shift all
users into reading more about Chelyabinsk, Hiroshima, Belo Horizonte, and Abidjan.
Moreover, it was unrealistic to have behavior change expectations for such a modest
insertion into users’ daily information routine. What it did do is provide small, repeated
opportunities for people to engage with unknown places. For many users, the value of
the experience was in enlarging their sense of what they don’t know. “I found myself
wondering about parts of the world (China!!) that I don’t usually think of in much
depth” (User 47).
So rather than starting with narrow, quantitatively based metrics for success, it may
be useful to see encounters with the unknown as a process that stretches from awareness to curiosity to engagement to aggregate behavior shift. Design goals and metrics
may be devised for one or more of these stages and scaled appropriately to the scale of
the intervention. In the case of Terra Incognita, by design a small and easily ignorable
disruption, the tool was most effective at raising awareness of unknown places and at
piquing the curiosity of users. There is more work to be done to explore exactly how
best to achieve design goals at each of these stages and when is the opportune moment
for introducing new information. Here we may look to the fields of persuasive technology and public relations for deep and possibly creepy sources of insight into media
messages, technology, and human behavior.
Additionally, we see design implications for the finding that correlates an individual’s transnationality index with more diverse reading habits. This finding supports the
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common sense idea that people who have traveled abroad, lived abroad, and/or have
friends and family in far-flung locations read about more places. Given that an individual’s life experience and the spatial configuration of their loved ones matters so
much to the geography of the media they consume (accounting for 16 percent of the
variation in the geographic diversity of their reading), it seems wise to consider how to
architect offline encounters as well as informational experiences. Face-to-face social
encounters with geographic difference need not entail traveling to a foreign country.
For example, Conflict Kitchen invites hungry people in Pittsburgh, PA, to eat takeout
food from places the US is in conflict with.17 Food wrappers are printed with firstperson stories and interviews. WATCH CDC, a community development corporation in
my hometown of Waltham, MA, hosts an annual event called “The Immigrant Experience” that introduces the local community to new members through storytelling and
potluck dinner.18 Combining information delivery with face-to-face social encounters
that produce reasons to care and be curious about the world seems like a particularly
fruitful next avenue of inquiry.
Try It Out
Download Terra Incognita: 1000 Cities of the World from the Chrome Web Store. Currently only available for the Chrome browser. Terra Incognita was designed and implemented by Catherine D’Ignazio with contributions from Ethan Zuckerman and Matt
Stempeck.
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